Repressing your emotions doesn!t actually work, this is what to do instead.
Conventional wisdom is to trade without emotion but we know, through neuroscience,
that complete repression of emotion is not possible. It!s a mistake to think you can keep it up forever. Nevermind that emotional repression takes a toll on the rest of your life, it impacts trades
and costs you money.
The difficult thing is that it actually works at first. You push down your emotions, you
might say to yourself "no I am going to push the feeling out,” or otherwise override the emotion,
and it works. Magically your trades do get better, at least for a while. It's an elementary emotional repression and is ultimately not sustainable. It just lures you into a false sense of security because it works at first. You think it is a viable strategy. It!s not.
It doesn!t work for two reasons. Emotions are tied to survival centers in your brain and
will take over when you are too stressed. That means when you have enough stress in a trade or
life circumstance you actually lose control and make terrible decisions based on fear and greed.
The second reason is that emotions can be sneaky. They find other ways to express themselves
that you are not even aware of. While part of you is busy pushing down feelings, trying to keep
the lid on, unfelt emotions leak out the side. They cause problems such as hyperactive attention,
foggy mind, health issues, the list goes on endlessly.
Meet Janice
Repressing emotions is without doubt counterproductive in the long run. You can push
emotion down for a number of trades, or life situations, but eventually it finds a way to bubble
back up, distract you, and cost you money.
Janice, a client I worked with, traded large cryptocurrency positions on leverage. She
made eight figures and by most metrics was a very skilled trader. She, like most skilled traders,
practiced setting her emotions aside and it seemed to work, at least for a while. When it stopped
working all those repressed feelings would consume her. It happened in waves. She would be
fine, until she wasn!t and all those feelings would come up at once.
Her nervous system had excess charge that manifested as anxiety, which was fine as long
as she kept up with her routines. As long as she ran in the mornings she felt great most days.
Over time though, something would happen. If she had a fight with her partner all those repressed emotions would cascade, compounded by the stress of her trades. Instead of healthy containment of her emotion she achieved through exercise and meditation, she would use drugs and
eat poorly to try to keep her emotions down during a trade.
It’s normal for life circumstances to throw us out of balance sometimes. It is part of life.
But when we have a reservoir of repressed emotion just under the surface, normal stress turns
into dysfunction and the dysfunction compounds.
What we can do about it is get really good at catching ourselves when we start to get off
balance, learn to get back into balance very quickly, and rewire our underlying core wounds that
throw us off. This simple system makes all the difference.
You Need to know that…
Trading psychology is not as much of an intellectual process as it seems. Or rather it is
but less in the way you are thinking about it. The mental experience, how you think, is rooted in

your unconscious nervous system. It is the ground out of which your feelings and many of your
thoughts emerge. If your body feels it is in threat it generates certain thoughts, if it feels it is safe
it generates others and so on. You just need to learn to work directly with your unconscious nervous system. It might sound like a lot but it is actually pretty easy.
Containment vs Repression
It is good to contain emotions. It is not good to repress them. Containment of emotion
helps you stay in control. When you contain emotion, you are having the emotion. When you repress emotion, the emotion eventually has you.
Repression of emotion eventually leads to loss of control. When you repress emotions
you may think you are in control, but again emotion eventually finds a way to come out. Repression is like shaking up soda can. The more you stuff those feelings down in your unconscious
(which is felt as your body), the more likely it is to explode. It may keep you up at night, cause
you to form addictions, negatively impact your relationships, or worsen whatever it is you are
already struggling with.
When we repress emotion, it!s like we stuff clutter into the closet. Over time the closet
becomes so messy and overwhelming that it becomes one of those things that we pretend isn't
really even there.
When we contain emotion, we may have all the same stuff in the closet but it is organized and labeled. It!s actually a pleasure to open the closet.
The closet where our emotions live is the limbic system in our brain. Emotions are part of
the instinctual survival physiology system, the infamous fight/flight responses. This system has
the ultimate control because above all else the brain wants to survive.
We think our intellect is in control because it can stop emotions. The mental you, your
thoughts can stop emotions mostly via inhibitory fibers that run from your intellectual self in the
medial prefrontal cortex down into the limbic system. When you feel something and tell yourself
to stop those fibers are active. Those fibers form through conditioning. This is when you feel
something and override it, i.e. you feel fear and then take deep breaths, count to ten, etc. Relying
on those fibers works most of the time.
When you are overly stressed or when enough stress accumulates though, one of the first
things to shut off in the brain are those little inhibitory fibers. With enough stress the brain automatically decides to prioritize what it believes to be survival systems e.g. your limbic system.
That’s where all those repressed emotions live. That is why Janice and so many others all of a
sudden lose it. All those repressed feelings come out at once because they are no longer being
kept down by inhibition.
Now apply this understanding to trading and things start to make sense. You are able to
keep your emotions at bay for awhile but they are building under the surface or come out all at
once. They may be at bay for most the course of a trade but as you start to go further into the red,
holding out hope that it will turn around, you get progressively more stressed and lose your capacity to even access unbiased logic.
Have you ever revenge traded after a loss? That would be an extreme case of this. It!s
when a switch gets flipped and you think, "F*** it” and go all in without doing the diligence of

even checking all your indicators. I!ve traded like that. It sucks. More importantly, the thought
process at the time sucks, and we end up losing more. Often we do it after having won, and the
ego disinflation is so painful that we just say fuck it. The brain kicks into a fight response. It’s
survival physiology is playing out against the market. That is a clear recipe for overwhelm and
disaster. In nature you might have a chance of fighting off a bear but unless you have the resources of a major hedge fund or powerful institution your efforts to fight the market are futile.
We are not wired to trade but we can teach our nervous system to overcome its survival
physiology hang ups so that you do not do things like revenge trade away all your profits. It is a
simple method. It starts with containment of emotion and then moves into changing the underlying structures in the brain. The added benefit is that the process rounds you out as a whole person.
How to contain emotions
Label your patterns.
Most of us have two to four core wounds underneath dysfunctional patterns of behavior.
A core wound is a deeply held belief about ourselves. It is something that likely has been reinforced throughout our life. A core wound may be the belief that "I am not lovable,” or "I am not
enough.”
A core wound is also something that we organize our life around. Janice felt like she was
not enough so she spent her life trying to prove to her dad that she is. Her dad thought financial
success was the most important so that is where she focussed her efforts. Like Janice, many of us
try to disprove our core wounds through behavior. In other words we we compensate for core
wounds in what is classically called a reaction formation. If we feel unloved we may try to earn
that love. Figuring out how your core wounds are impacting your present day behavior is the first
step in organizing your closet.
You need to categorize your behaviors by core wounds. You can simply notice a behavior
you are doing and then ask yourself, how is this a compensation for something. If you enter
trades when you are actively emotional, you can look at why. Dissect your feelings. Underneath
the emotion, you might be feeling lonely and if you win a big trade, you get the esteem of your
friends. You are trying to earn love.
You need to start observing your behavior more closely. Use the worksheet at the end
of this book to help. Trading offers the perfect opportunity to map your patterns.
Labeling your patterns puts a kind of box around the emotions. It gives them some level
of containment. Another thing you should try is noticing where you feel the emotions in your
body. Notice where the emotion is not. Try to actually feel the container of the emotion. Draw a
line around it with your finger. If that is too difficult, practice noticing the emotion is happening
in your body somewhere and then put your hands on your body and notice how it is that the emotions are contained in the body. Also notice that the emotions are contained in time. They will not
last forever.
Containment is not about getting the emotion to go away. It is about not letting the emotion spill over into area where it should not be. We actually want to befriend emotions and befriend our stress as so often it shows us where we need more support.

Stress test
When Janice was doing well, she loved psychology. She was fascinated with how the
stress of trading would highlight where her nervous system was weak.
Imagine you are building a house, but for some reason it is having stability issues. You
might design the same house at a much smaller scale (think zoolander movie), and then add
stress to the structure to see where it needs support. You might put weights on the top of it or intensely shake it as if to simulate severe weather conditions or an earthquake. The stress shows
you where the house collapses and needs reinforcement.
Trades are essentially the same thing as a stress test for the house. If you can watch
each trade through a nervous system psychology lens, you can begin to see where our nervous
system needs support.
Trading is the perfect opportunity to work with our psychology. It is a perfect reflection of where our psychology needs support. Learning about our shortcomings and how to effectively work with them not only makes for better trades but also leads to potent life changes.
You might have a pattern of FOMO-ing into trades. You know it is a problem, but you
don!t yet realize that you only FOMO into trades after something else happens. Maybe you only
do it when you lost a recent trade or maybe you only do it when you feel your partner has rejected you. This is the kind of pattern you can begin to recognize and change.
You can map out problematic behaviors and actually figure out what to do instead. You
can start to see patterns and, in doing just that, you organize them in your brain. Just the observation of them makes you less likely, over time, to lose conscious control of your behavior.
Observing them helps but is usually not enough. You also need to develop healthy strategies for interrupting problematic patterns. Enter again, nervous system psychology. There are
interventions that work to interrupt those patterns in a healthy and direct way.
Doing just that can revolutionize your trading. Many, many people want to take it a step
further though. Once you see your core wounds staring at you, how could you not try to heal
them?
Our core wounds exist deep in the brain. Core wounds get imprinted into our deep brain
centers. Those parts of the brain cannot be accessed through intellectual processes alone. You can
get really organized with the core wounds and manage them like a pro through intellectual processes. But ultimately, they will still be there, underneath your intellect, and may resurface in
times of extreme stress.
You will also want to rewire those wounds, which is done through experience. To do
that you will need to work beyond intellect. Direct experiential quality is the most dependable
way to rewire deep psychological wounds. There are several ways to work on the direct experiential level. The most accessible is usually body awareness and mental images.

